
The Greek Inscriptions 40 39 

I1 Public documents (other than dedications, honorific inscriptions, 
catalogues and fragments) 

4 0 4 4 .  From Maussollus to middle of 3rd cent. 
B.C. 

40. Proxeny decree of Maussollus and Artemisia 
for Cnossus 

Inv. 108/C 175. Twelve joining fragments of stele or 
possibly plaque in a wall-recess, found in 1951, together 
with 54, re-used and turned upside-down in a floor 
north of the niche of Maussollus' Andron (14). 
Nothing can be said of its original place. 

Width 64 cm., height 1.20 m., thickness 13 cm. The 
monument, the lower left corner of which and some- 
times the joints are broken, is to some extent damaged 
by fire (cf. Part I, p. 3). The front face, the upper 
portion to the right of which is badly eroded, is 
worked smooth; the left side bears dense marks of not 
too rough chiselling; the right and upper sides were 
probably worked in the same way; the under side is 
broken; the back is cut rather roughly. 

The inscription is inscribed on the four upper frag- 
ments; the first line is ca. 6 cm. and the last ca. 33.5 cm. 
below the upper edge of the stone. The margin to the 
left is 1.6/1.9 cm.; to the right the margin varies greatly, 
&ca. 15 (1.9) cm., since there are no word-divisions 
(see e.g. L. Robert, Laodiciedu Lycos, p. 249 with n. 5). 
The letters are 1.712.1 cm. high, interlinear space 
2.212.5 cm. The letters are carefully carved. Plate 11. 

[=E]~o\E Mauoohhhot xai ['Apralp~oiqv En&t6[+l] 
Kyhatot xai iSiqt xai hqpooiq[t 8tal jB[houq] 
EivGpa5 6yaBoi aim napi MaIjo[o]ohho[v] v v v 

4 xai r a  MaucrrsOhhou npaypara, &ly~[l]  v v 
ab~obq n [ p ] 0 ~ 6 ~ 0 ~ 5  xai &i )&p~6~a$  $[5 T]~[v]  
dai X P ~ V O V .  ~ I v a t  6 i  xai &s6hatay ab[roiq], 
6n6o115 Mabooohhoq BPXEI, xai B~[X]&Q[UV] 

8 xai Exnhouv a m h i  xai donov6ai. $a[v 66 7151 
66txfjt Kvoaiou~,  Entp6h&crBa!. vac 
Mabooohhov ~ a i  'Ap~sptcrillv, 8 n w ~  v v v 
p+l &6ixjoovrat, ~ a r a  Suvapiy vac 

12 j v  abrtiv. vac 
vac 

5. the dotted letters can be traced in the damaged section; 65 is 
distinctly to prefer to s l ~  (cf. 7). 6. the oblique strokes of the 
first dotted alpha, the oblique stroke and the top of the right 
vertical one of the nu and the upper portion of the second dotted 
alpha are visible. 7. the dotted letters can be traced in the damaged 
section. 8. the upper horizontal stroke of the epsilon and the 
lower portion of the left oblique stroke of the alpha are visible. 
10. 05 can be traced in the damaged section. 

'Decision of Maussollus and Artemisie. Since the Cno- 
sians both privately and publicly always are good men 
to Maussollus and Maussollus' affairs, they are to be 
proxeni and benefactors for ever; they shall also enjoy 
immunity in all the land over which Maussollus rules, 
and the right of using the ports inviolably and with- 
out truce. If anyone injures the Cnosians, Maussollus 
and Artemisie shall take care that they will not he 
injured, as far as it is in their power.' 

This decree is of the greatest interest, as it is issued by 
Maussollus and Artemisia together, but at the same 
time it displays Maussollus as the real ruler (see above, 
pp. &8). It is also of great importance, since 
it informs us that Maussollus extended his intluence 
to Cnossus (and probably to other Cretan cities 
such as Gortyn). Even if Crete was still neutral in 
the Greek struggle, it seems reasonable to suggest 
that this link with Crete formed part of the same activ- 
ity in the Aegean as the support which Maussollus gave 
to e.g. Rhodes, Cos and Chios when they revolted from 
Athens. Consequently I am inclined to date the decree 
to the period of the Social War of 357 B.C. or imme- 
diately thereafter (cf. G. Bockisch, cited on 1 3 - 4 ,  pp. 
159-161). It also provides the real background of the 
close relations between Mylasa and Cnossus, Gortyn 
and other Cretan cities most probably at the end of the 
3rd cent. B.C., SGDI, 5157-64,' in which the My- 
lasans are called syngeneis and ancestral friends (5162). 

The wording of the decree is conventional Greek, 
the Ionic dialect being used. 

L. 2. The spelling of Kvhmot with only one sigma is 
correct, as is evident from the epigraphic and numis- 
matic evidence, see Biirchner, R.-E., s.v. Knosos, col. 

2. The horizontal stroke of the tau and the vertical stroke and 922. For 6td r6houq cf. an unpublished decree of 
: the lowest horizontal one of the epsilon are visible. 4. the left 
j vertical stroke with the joint of the oblique one of the nu and the ' SGDI, 5163 was, according to b, 1. 13, to be engraved at Lab- 
1 lower portion of the left oblique stroke of the alpha are visible. raunda, but it has not yet been recovered. 



Amyzon, L. Robert, Hellenica, XI-XII, 1960, p. 202 
n. 3, ( P P O V K ~ E I  8k 6th ~khoug xai 6nkp T&V dhhov 
jp6v noh t~6v  ~ 6 v  K ~ ~ O ~ K O ~ ~ V K W V  r iy  abrov6pou5; 
SylP, 747 (=Sherk, 23; SC of 73 B.C.), 11. 5&1, 
700 6th rEhou5 Ev zij qthip 700 6ilpou TOG 'Pwpaiov 
~ E ~ E V ~ K ~ T O ~ ;  OGIS, 441 (=Sherk, 18; SC), 11. 7 6 8 ,  
Tohg ~ T P ~ ' I O V I K E ~ ~  T ~ V  TE (phIav - - 6th T E ~ O U ~  - - (h)Ei 
o u v r ~ r q p l ~ x ~ v a t ;  IG, XIV 951 (= Sherk, 22), 11.19-20, 
Erri a6hew; EkuBkpaq r&v 6th rkhoug Ev rij qthip To0 
Sjpou 700 'Popalwv ~ E ~ E V ~ K V I ~ V . ~  

L. 4. On rrpaypara meaning "state, affairs" see 
Part I, p. 37 and W. Giinther, Das Orakel von Didyma 
in hellenist. Zeit (= Istanb. Mitt. Beih. 4), 1971, p. 78 
n. 58. 

L. 5. On the bestowaI of ~bspysoia and npo t~v ia  
and other honours and privileges on the citizens of 
another city in corpore, which is to be regarded as an 
exception, see Wilhelm, At!. Urk., V, pp. 19-21,52-3, 
17L3 np6E,~vo5 sometimes became in course of time 
depreciated so as to become an idle title; see also 
Klaffenbach, Gr. Epigraphik2, 1966, pp. 8&5. 

L1. 6-8. The shorter form h ~ i  occurs from the mid- 
dle 4th cent. B.C. in Attica and elsewhere: see Dienst- 
bach, p. 44. For the beginning of 1. 7 cf. SyNS, 92 
(Athens, 419/8 or 413/2), 11. 12-5, EE,Evat a6761 nhEv 
xai ~ p q p a r a  Eoayetv 6 o q ~  'Aeqvaiot xpa.rCa xai Eg 
~a 'ABqvaiov qp6pta. The formula h m h ~ i  xai 
h ~ n 0 ~ 8 ~ i  (this form occurs in the decree of Erythrae 
SylP, 168, cited above, 11. 8-9) is frequent on the 
coasts of Asia Minor and some other districts neigh- 
bouring to Asia Minor, while it was replaced by 
hoqaheta xai houhia in continental Greece and in 
Italy. Its place of origin is probably Miletus: see 
Br. Keil, Berichte Verhnndl. kon. SSihs. Gesellsch. 
Wissensch. Leipzig. Philo1.-hist. Kl., 68, 1916, H. 4, 
pp. 24--33. 

L1. 9 ff. Cf. e.g. SylP, 273 (= Schmitt, Staatsvertrage 
111 407), 11. 15-9, ExtpkkoBat 6& ZapStqv6p pkv Ep 
Mthfirwt4~ob5 rrpvrav~t5 - -, 6rrog - - p?j h8t~joov.rat.  
The Attic practice of having the subordinate verb in 
the future indicative in 6rrq-clauses is replaced by the 
subjunctive both in the Koine and in royal correspond- 
ence, see Welles, p. LXXXIII. 

41. Document, regarding the democratic constitu- 
tion of Mylasa (?). Lettering of late fourth cent. 
B.C. 

Inv. 5/A 96. Fragment of a corner of an architecture- 
block, found in 1948 beside the southwest anta of the 

.amah 

Temple (16), of which it most probably originall 
formed part. The fragment bears an inscription on tw 
sides. 

Width (41) 10.8 cm., height 20.5 cm., thickness (11 
18.5 cm. The corner between the two sides which 
an inscription is broken in that way that the front 
(41) is broken to a width of at least 4.7 cm. on the ri 
and the right side (114) to a width of at least 5.5 
on the left. These two sides are worked smooth, 
are worn; the front face is preserved to a height 
13.5 cm., the right side to a height of 14.2 cm., the 1 
and upper sides and the back are broken; the unde 
side is worked smooth. 

The letters, 0.7/1.0 cm. high, are somewhat irregula 
ly carved, interlinear space 1.411.6 cm. Plate 10. 

]EOY / [- - - -1 
e. 6 

I?upa[vv -1 
E. 5 

]TAAE[ - -1 
C. 5 

6]+xa{~[- - - -1 4 
c. 5 

]q~hhw[t - -1 
s. 5 

]TEIAE[- - -1 
c. 5 

] Aphto[o -1 
s. 5 

'Exa(?)]?6pv[- - - -1 8 
E. 5 

1. The upper portion of the curved stroke and the ends of the 
horizontal strokes of the omega and the vertical strokes of the 
nu are visible. 2. in front of the tau the upper angle of an alpha, 
a lambda or a delta is possibly visible. 5. the first indicated letter 
is more likely an omega than an omicron. 6. the rjght end of the 
horizontal stroke of the tau is visible. 8. the right end of the 
horizontal stroke of the tau is visible. 

41 was placed at the end of the anta, since it is older than 114 
and the end of an anta was more conspicuous than the long sides 
and consequently the first side to be inscribed.' Since the anta 

' Cf. also WeUes, 71, U. 5-7, r j v  npbq abr6v a6vo~av $xP1 
rbhouq BaBaiav ouvqpjoawaq. 

In Inscr. Magnesia, 91 c, U. 5-7, r j v  nhoa[v mouSirv rat 
B~rivarlav n a p s ~ 6 p s v o ~  Stir r6i;sag rb r o t v h ~  i e  iOn E8vsl - - 
Stir d?.~oq is replaced by Wilhelm, Johresh., IV, 1901, Beibl., 
coU. 32-3, by S ~ a r ~ U o v n .  

On the corresponding bestowal of citizenship, which demanded 
a special procedure for each individual, see ibid., pp. 64 ff. 
'Such an object in the genitive is sometimes added, sometimes 
not: see Edda Gebhard, MCnchener Sfudien rur Sprach- 
wissensehaft, 22, 1967, pp. 2 2 4 .  
'Similarly 3 was placed in a west anta and possibly also 1, 
both having no script preserved on the long sides, and 13,43 and 
51 were placed at the end of the eastern anta of the North Stoa 
while the later 76 was placed on a long side; 11, 12, 42, and 90 


